
Easy to use, ultra-portable and powerful,  
Iconia One 8 comes with a number of features, 
from the comfortable 8-inch display to the 
child-friendly environment, that makes it the 
ideal school companion. Quad-core processor 
and the enhanced touch and visual experience 
deliver the performance primary school students 
need to accomplish assignments, learn,  
and have fun.

• Android 5.1

• Powerful quad-core processor for smooth 
web browsing and video playback

• 8” HD display with IPS technology

•	10-finger	touch	screen

• Child-friendly environment

• Up to 9 hours of battery life

Perfect for school.
 Great for fun.

Iconia One 8
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Surprising visuals
Iconia One 8 comes with the 8-inch HD screen perfectly 
sized for reading, taking notes and video playback, in 
addition to providing vivid images and great viewing 
experience. The display also uses IPS technology that 
generates vibrant colours from any angle, so children 
can enjoy and share photos and videos with friends. 

Smooth and fast
Fast and responsive, thanks to a powerful quad-core 
processor, Iconia One 8 enables seamless web browsing 
and video playback. With up to 9 hours of battery life, 
children can switch from studying to having fun without 
charging the device. 16 GB of internal storage and a 
Micro SD card reader that supports up to 128 GB cards 
provide	plenty	of	space	for	apps	and	files.	Running	
Android 5.1, Iconia One 8 ensures better device 
protection and performance and easier access to quick 
settings.

Easy to use
With Iconia One 8 every task is easier, thanks to the 
useful Iconia Suite tools. With EZ WakeUp the tablet 
springs to life at a simple touch and loads up an app 
of your choice. It supports three intuitive gestures – 
double-tap,	2-thumbs,	and	5-fingers.	EZ	Snap	allows	
you	to	take	a	screenshot	with	a	three-finger	pinch	
and then save or edit it. You can also save web articles 
for	offline	reading.	This	is	really	useful	when	you	are	
searching for info for a school project.

System Doctor makes it easy to manage the tablet’s 
memory and storage and keep the system in great 
shape. 

Child-friendly environment
Children can safely use Iconia One 8, with parents and 
teachers having complete peace of mind. The device 
comes with Kids Center, a child-friendly environment 
with	a	simple	and	colourful	interface	where	kids	can	find	
content and apps that are suitable for their age. Here 
they have access to videos, games, books and websites 
that are safe and fun to use. Kids Center also includes 
parental control features. Parents may block access 
to unapproved content, manage children’s accounts, 
preselect content and even set a daily time limit for 
using the tablet.

Operating System Android™ 5.1 

Display 8.0”, 1280 x 800, IPS 

Processor MTK MT8163 quad-core 1.3 GHz processor

Memory DDR3L	1	GB

Storage 16 GB eMMC

Audio 1 x speaker; Built-in microphone

Camera Front:	2	MP,	FF;	Rear:	5	MP,	AF

Wireless 
& Networking

802.11a/b/g/n	wireless	LAN;	Bluetooth® 4.0; GPS

Input & Output MicroSD™ card up to 128 GB; 1x Micro USB 2.0;  
3.5 mm headphone/speaker jack

Power & Battery Capacity: 17.5Wh / 4600 mAh; Battery life: 9 hours

Dimensions 
& Weight

Dimensions: 210.7 x 126.25 x 9.05 mm;
Weight: 340 g

Options 
& Accessories

Adapter travel kit; Protective sleeve (Grey, Blue, White)

Seamless touch
The sensitive 10-point touch screen can track up to 
10	simultaneous	inputs	in	different	places.	This	means	
that children are able to easily type on the on-screen 
keyboard,	make	complex	multi-finger	gestures	(such	
as	pinch-to-zoom	or	three-finger	pinch	to	grasp	the	
screen) or share the display and collaborate on a project 
with other kids.

Dual cameras
The 5MP rear camera can be used to capture 
memorable moments, take pictures of the blackboard 
or even record a lesson. With the front camera kids can 
enjoy video-chats with friends and classmates.


